Literacy:

Maths:

Science:

The Naughty Bus - sentence structure looking at nouns and
verbs.

Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.
Securing place value knowledge of two digit numbers.

Learning about the human body and comparing to
other animals.

Addition

Herbivores, carnivores and omnivores

Subtraction.

Looking after ourselves.

Music:

Time.

In the Groove—continuing to explore pitch, rhythm
and pulse through music.

Traffic Survey

AT HOME: What foods are good for our bodies?
Which aren’t so good? Can you make a list?

Retelling stories orally then written.
AT HOME: Can you write a diary entry for the naughty bus?

AT HOME: Pick out two digit cards (e.g. 2 and 8) What is the

AT HOME: Clap/tap along to music in the car etc.
Can you find the pulse?

Topic (History)
We will be learning about the great fire of London
and building our own models.

OUTDOOR LEARNING:
We shall use the school grounds to investigate the
season of Winter and animal habitats.

Launch: Bus Walk
Landing: Fire of London Day.

At Home: Can you take a journey on a bus and tell us
all about it.

Computing:
Internet safety

PE:
Gymnastics—body control and strengthening.
Working in unison and
sequencing.
AT HOME? Perform a
sequence to your family.

AT HOME: Can you found out where and when it
started? Or any other facts about the Fire of London?

Using phonic games
Art and Design:

RE:

Tiger art—Henry Roussea

The Jewish Religion. Looking at customs and objects.

Design and make our own
kites.

AT HOME: Can you draw and label something that is important to
Jews?

AT HOME:

Simple word processing
AT HOME: Can you use the internet safely?

Spiritual, Moral and Cultural:
Communities and Enterprise:

Can you find any pictures /
Developing our understanding of those who provide homes and
paintings of tigers? Describe
care for animals.
what you see? Which do you
AT HOME: Do you know any local groups that help look after
like best?
animals?

Our value this term is truthfulness. Why is it important to tell the truth?
AT HOME:
Can you think of a time when it was hard to tell the
truth?

